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This paper introduces a framework for carrier dynamic collaboration.
In particular it proposes and analyzes dynamic collaborative mechanisms
that are incentive compatible. The dynamic collaborative environment is
characterized by a set of carriers that have a proprietary set of customers
that generate a stream of random demands over time. The proposed col-
laborative mechanism is such that on each demand arrival each carrier
has the incentive to submit the arrived shipment or service request to the
collaborative mechanism. Intuition about the efficiency and the work-
ings of the collaborative mechanism is developed. A general framework
to formulate and study collaborative frameworks among transportation
carriers is proposed. A truckload pickup-and-delivery collaborative
environment is simulated, and results are analyzed.

Of current significance to the fields of logistics and supply chain is
the concept of collaboration, enabled and partly driven by the exten-
sive advances and changes in information and communication tech-
nologies that have taken place in the past few decades. For example,
supply-chain collaborative processes such as collaborative planning
forecasting and replenishment (1) make possible joint sales fore-
casting and replenishment planning between trading partners and
enable participants to share improvements in inventory costs,
revenue, and customer service levels.

Collaboration is not only an attempt to find win–win solutions to
conflicting objectives but also an integration of behavioral, commu-
nicational, and interactive flows (1). Clearly, an important indicator
of the viability of voluntary collaboration is the ability to find syn-
ergies that reduce operating costs. Strategic collaborations, effective
coordination, and streamlined supply chain networks are key factors
by which companies thrive in today’s competitive business envi-
ronment (2). In other instances, collaboration is induced by govern-
mental regulation, as in the case of urban consolidation to reduce truck
traffic in urban environments (3). Internet-based collaborative initia-
tives that aim at cost reduction through collaboration has spawned in
recent years. For example, Nistevo (www.nistevo.com) is a web-based
collaborative portal that allows shippers to reduce transportation costs;
when shippers join their demands or requests, economies of scope
or scale can be obtained. On the carrier side, web-based initiatives
such as Transplace (www.transplace.com: a joint effort of six major
USA-based carriers) aim at providing a common transactional point
for shippers and carriers.

Collaboration brings about synergistic opportunities but also chal-
lenges as the problems grow in size and complexity. Rules and pro-
tocols are needed to regulate cooperative activity and to reduce
unnecessary information overload and delays. This paper introduces
a framework for carrier dynamic collaboration. In particular, it
proposes and analyzes dynamic collaborative mechanisms that are
incentive compatible. The dynamic collaborative environment is char-
acterized by a set of carriers that have a proprietary set of customers
that generate a stream of random demands over time. The proposed
collaborative mechanism is such that on each demand arrival, each
carrier has the incentive to submit the arrived shipment or service
request to the collaborative mechanism.

Among the vast array of possible collaborative mechanisms with
different payment, allocation, and trust structures (the term trust struc-
tures refers to the collection of policies used in a system to determine
the trustworthiness of the participants), this research focuses on
incentive compatible mechanisms. In incentive compatible mecha-
nisms carriers submit (truthfully) only their cost estimations; they do
not shade the value of their prices or bids’ taking into account what
the competition is likely to do. Such kind of mechanism has several
advantages: (a) costs are easier to compute than prices, (b) the result-
ing mechanisms are conceptually simple and easy to understand and
implement, and (c) carriers’ best strategy is independent of the com-
petition strategies. These advantages are extremely useful in a dynamic
environment where price estimation problems can easily become
intractable or computationally expensive. Carriers have the incentive
to invest in technologies to reduce costs or better estimate them, or
both. In addition, cost pricing is a more efficient auction mechanism
than first-price pricing in a sequential transport marketplace (4).

LITERATURE REVIEW

A collaborative agreement cannot be established without clear rules
that assure sustainability and ensure service fulfillment and control.
Considerable effort is required to concur in an arrangement (collab-
orative rules) that satisfies the numerous participation and rationality
constraints.

A collaborative outcome that benefits all parties is a necessary con-
dition to facilitate collaboration, although this is a not a sufficient
condition; this is clearly illustrated in the archetypical prisoner’s
dilemma (5). Carriers cannot be assumed to cooperate or sustain a col-
laborative outcome unless they have the incentive to do so. Unfor-
tunately, in general it is impossible to simultaneously achieve perfect
efficiency, budget balance [restricting the mechanism to be budget
balanced precludes the use of external financial support (a subsidy)
to sustain the operation of the collaborative mechanism], incentive
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compatibility, and individual rationality in a two-sided negotiation
with self-interested agents, as shown by Myerson and Satterthwaite
(6). Mechanisms based on marginal cost allocations such as the
Vickrey–Clark–Grooves mechanism are efficient, individually ratio-
nal, and incentive compatible, but not budget balanced (7). In gen-
eral, it is impossible to obtain these four highly desirable conditions
simultaneously.

The advent of the Internet has spurred the development of collab-
orative mechanisms mainly in the computer science literature. How-
ever, the particular characteristics of dynamic freight transportation
systems preclude the direct transference of models from other fields
(8). Computer science and supply-chain literature agent-based coor-
dination models are reviewed in Sandholm (9) and Wu (10), respec-
tively. Modeling approaches proposed in the artificial intelligence
literature for freight transportation focus on decommitment strategies.
Fischer et al. (11) and Burckert et al. (12) present a model where com-
panies can break agreements at any time, at the cost of a renegotiated
penalty, to take more profitable shipments. Decommitment simplifies
calculations considerably but cannot guarantee meeting shipments
time windows. In reality, decommitment is unacceptable for shippers
who highly value on-time delivery performance (13). Decommitment
is particularly unrealistic in just-in-time environments where penal-
ties for late deliveries can exceed several times the cost of the ser-
vice. Furthermore, a poor on-time-delivery record or excessive
variability can lead to the nonrenewal of transportation contracts or
even contract cancellations.

An electronic brokerage system for the trucking industry is proposed
by Kim and Lee (14). The paper suggests an efficient auction-based
method for matching delivery tasks with trucks. The problem is for-
mulated from the point of view of the market maker but without ana-
lyzing incentive compatible, individual rationality, or budget balance
issues. The closest work to this research is the paper by Song and
Regan about an auction-based, postcontract, collaboration mechanism
(15). In this work it is assumed that a group of carriers with over-
lapping service areas choose to collaborate; every time a carrier obtains
a load he or she evaluates if the load is cost-effective to serve. If the
load is not cost effective, the carrier estimates a reservation value and
asks the other carriers to submit their bids. The shipment allocation or
payment is completed using a second price auction, but the treatment
of the problem is essentially static.

This research is different from previous research in several aspects:
(a) the mechanism is dynamic; (b) the mechanism is incentive com-
patible; (c) there is a detailed treatment of payment and information
issues that ensure incentive-compatible constraints as well as the
discussion of efficiencies; and (d ) simulation results of the mechanism
are presented and analyzed.

MARKET DESCRIPTION AND NOTATION

The dynamic collaborative environment is characterized by a set of
carriers that have a proprietary set of customers that generate a stream
of random demands over time (In general, the mechanism proposed
applies to any kind of dynamic demand steam or customer request
that can be swapped among carriers without significantly affecting
customer service. In particular, results obtained from the application
of the mechanism to a truckload pickup-and-delivery service with time
windows are discussed in the section Simulation of a SPDCM Bundle
Size 1). The challenge for individual rationality collaborative mech-
anisms is to ensure that each carrier has the incentive to participate
in the collaborative mechanism on each demand arrival.
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The formulation presented below allows for a more precise discus-
sion of the main issues in a dynamic collaborative mechanism. It is
assumed that there are n carriers collaborating using a collaborative
mechanism M; a carrier is denoted by i ∈ � where � = {1, 2, . . . , n}
is the set of all carriers. Each carrier has its own set of customers that
request transportation services dynamically. Let the arrival or request
announcement epochs for carrier i be {t i

1, t
i
2, . . . , t i

N} such that t i
k <

t i
k+1 and t i

N denotes the time of the last arriving shipment for carrier
i. Let S i

k = {s i
1, s

i
2 , . . . , s i

k} be the set of arriving shipments for car-
rier i up to time t i

k , then S i
N = {si

1, s
i
2 , . . . , s i

N}. Arrival times and ship-
ments are not known in advance. The arrival epochs {t i

1, t
i
2 , . . . , t i

N}
follow a general arrival process. Furthermore, arrival times and ship-
ments are assumed to come from a probability space (Ωi, F i, P i) with
outcomes {ω i

1, ω i
2 , . . . , ω i

N} where ω i
t = {t i

t, s
i
t }.

The fleet status of carrier i when shipment s i
t arrives is denoted as z i

t,
which comprises two sets: S̆ i

t , which is the set of shipments held by
carrier i that are not fully served at time t , and Vi

t, which is the set of
vehicles in the fleet of carrier i [where the shipment attributes and
origin, destination, time windows, penalties for late deliveries, etc.;
and the vehicle attributes are current location, status (empty or loaded),
driver constraints in hours per miles worked, etc.]. There is a state
or assignment function such that at time t the status of carrier i is
z i

t = ai (ht, z i
t−1). Let ht denote the history of allocations done through

the collaborative mechanism up to but not including allocations at
time t. Each carrier has a cost function ci(sj , z

i
j) that estimates the cost

(incremental) of serving a new shipment s i
j when the status of the

fleet is z i
j .

Assuming deterministic travel times, the fleet status at a given time
is a function of the previous fleet status, the history of collaboration,
and the fleet management function ai. The history of collaborations
ht is the time-based record of all shipment transfers among carriers
up to time t. Each carrier i has private information θi

t = (ai, ci S̆ i
t , V

i
t ,

Ωi, F i, P i) at time t.
When an event triggers a collaborative call (usually a shipment

arrival), carriers send private information ϑ i
t ⊆ S̆ i

t to the collabora-
tive mechanism. For each possible element of ϑ i

t, the carrier submits
a reservation value. For a shipment s i

t, a reservation value y(si
t) ∈ �+

is a positive real number and denotes the maximum monetary value
that a carrier is willing to pay to another carrier for servicing a shipment
sent to the collaborative mechanism. For each element in ϑ i

t, each
carrier submits a reservation cost e(si

t ). For a shipment s i
t, a reser-

vation cost e(s i
t) ∈ �+ is a positive real number that denotes the min-

imum monetary value that carrier i is willing to charge another carrier
for servicing a shipment sent to the collaborative mechanisms.

Reservation costs and values must include all relevant costs (includ-
ing opportunity costs) associated with servicing (or not servicing)
an additional shipment or shipments. It is assumed that all partici-
pating carriers compute these costs accurately. It is also assumed that
if a carrier cannot meet the shipment delivery conditions (e.g., time
windows), the submitted reservation cost is e(s i

t ) = ∞ or a sufficiently
high number that is larger than the reservation value. It is assumed
that carriers trigger a collaborative call as soon as a new request
arrives.

INCENTIVE-COMPATIBLE DYNAMIC
COLLABORATIVE FRAMEWORK

Herein, it is assumed that shipments, reservation values, and reserva-
tion costs are submitted and processed by the collaborative mechanism
in real time in a first-in-first-out fashion. The proposed mechanism



is called second-price-based dynamic collaborative mechanism
(SPDCM). The term second price is used because the workings of
the SPDCM are inspired by the workings of the one-item (static)
second-price (OISP) auction. The OISP auction is incentive com-
patible and achieves perfect efficiency (7 ). This is possible because
the monetary value (price) that the winning buyer pays is not influ-
enced by the value of the winning bid. This key idea is used in the
SPDCM to maintain incentive compatibility throughout the collab-
oration process. It is applied to the dynamic mechanism for Bundle
Size 1—where the collaborative mechanism requests reservation costs
for at most one shipment per collaborative instance—and to the
dynamic mechanism for Bundle Size 2—where the collaborative
mechanism requests reservation costs for at most two shipments per
collaborative instance and where a carrier can submit reservation costs
for each individual shipment or the combined bundle. These dynamic
mechanisms and their properties are described henceforth.

Bundle Size 1

When the bundle size is 1, each carrier can submit at most one reser-
vation cost, and only one carrier can submit a shipment to the col-
laborative mechanism. In the proposed SPDCM a carrier i submits a
just arrived shipment si

j and its reservation value y(si
j ) to the collab-

orative mechanism. The other carriers, denoted by −i, independently
submit reservation costs which form the set

The set e�(s i
j ) is formed by adding the set of reservation costs and

reservation values,

Let the ordered version of this set be denoted

where e(1)(si
j ) denotes value of the lowest element of the set e�(si

j ),
e(2)(si

j ) the second lowest value of the set e�(si
j ), and so on until e(N)(si

j )
represents the highest element of the set e�(si

j). The term (si
j )(k) refers

to the carrier that occupies the kth position, carrier (k), in the ordered
set e(�)(si

j ). The collaborative mechanism works as follows:

1. Carrier i submits a just arrived shipment s i
j and its private (secret)

reservation value y(si
j ).

2. The collaborative mechanisms informs the other carriers
(denoted by −i) of shipment si

j arrivals.
3. The carriers independently submit reservation costs that will

comprise e−i(s i
j ).

4. The collaborative mechanism forms the ordered set e(�)(si
j ).

5. If e(2)(si
j ) < y(si

j ) or y(si
j ) = e(2)(si

j ) = e(3)(si
j ), then carrier (1)

is going to serve the shipment si
j and will be paid an amount equal

to e(2)(s i
j ).

6. Otherwise, e(2)(si
j ) ≥ y(si

j ), the shipment is served by carrier i.

Bundle Size 1: Pricing Strategies and Properties

The proposed SPDCM inherits the budget balance, individual ratio-
nality, and incentive compatible, properties of the second-price
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j
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auction. The incentive compatible property is conserved because
it is optimal for the carriers to submit their respective incremental
service costs as reservation values and costs. Two distinct cases are
possible: (a) the carrier submits a shipment and reservation value and
(b) the carrier submits a reservation cost. In the first case are three
possible scenarios: (a.1) the carrier submits a reservation value higher
than his or her own service cost, (a.2) the carrier submits a reservation
value equal to his or her service cost, and (a.3) the carrier submits a
reservation value lower than his or her own service cost. A submis-
sion as in a.1 cannot be optimal because the carrier creates the pos-
sibility of paying more than what it costs to serve the shipment
himself or herself. A submission as in a.3 cannot be optimal because
the carrier decreases the possibility of e(2)(s i

j ) < y(s i
j ) taking place and

does not decrease his or her payment, which is e(2)(s i
j ). In Case b are

three possible scenarios: (b.1) the carrier submits a reservation cost
higher than his or her service cost, (b.2) the carrier submits a reser-
vation cost equal to his or her service cost, and (b.3) the carrier submits
a reservation cost lower than his or her service cost. The same logic as
in Case a applies. A submission as in b.1 cannot be optimal because
the carrier decreases the possibility of being carrier (1) without
changing payment value e(2)(s i

j ). A submission as in b.3 cannot be
optimal because the carrier submits a reservation cost that is lower than
his or her own service cost. Therefore, submitting reservation values
and costs equal to the service costs is a weakly dominant strategy.

The budget balance and individual rationality properties are main-
tained because no carrier ever pays more than his or her reservation
value. The mechanism is individual rationality because reservation
costs and reservation values are always respected; no carrier is forced
to receive less or pay more than what he or she is willing to accept.
The mechanism is also budget balanced since payments never exceed
the reservation value of the carrier offering the shipment to the
collaborative mechanisms.

Full efficiency cannot be guaranteed in a dynamic environment as
in a one-item auction. There are two sources of inefficiencies: (a) the
necessity to keep incentive compatible property and (b) the impos-
sibility of ensuring ex post efficiency (dynamic problem). The former
type of inefficiency takes place when e(1)(s i

j ) < y(s i
j ) = e(2)(s i

j ) < e(3)(s i
j );

since e(3)(s i
j ) > y(s i

j ) and e(2)(s i
j ) = y(s i

j ), the shipment is served by
carrier i (as indicated by Item 6 of SPDCM). In this case it would have
been more efficient if carrier (s i

j )(1) had served the shipment. This
type of inefficiency is necessary to ensure that the monetary value
(price) paid to the winning carrier is not influenced by the value of
the winning bid or the reservation value. Otherwise, if carrier i
knows that the payment is somehow dependent on his or her reser-
vation value, he or she will be tempted to shade his submission and
violate the incentive compatible condition. This type of consideration
was first hinted by Vickrey (16) in his seminal paper about the work-
ings of first and second price auctions and more recently employed
by Ausubel and Cramton (17 ) to maintain efficiency in a multiunit
second-price auction.

The latter type of inefficiency may take place even when e(1)(s i
j ) <

e(2 )(s i
j ) < y(s i

j ) and the shipment is assigned to carrier (s i
j )(1). This

assignment is ex ante efficient (on the basis of the cost expectations
that each individual carriers have at time tj), but in general it cannot
be guaranteed that this would be an ex post efficient assignment. This
type of inefficiency is common to all stochastic systems because
it would be avoided only if future realizations could be flawlessly
predicted.

The objective of the SPDCM is to maximize system profit in the
collaborative mechanisms subject to budget balance, individual ratio-
nality, and incentive compatible constraints. This is done in Item 5 with



the assignment of the shipment to the carrier with the lowest price.
The generated system profit is denoted as σ(s i

j ) = y(s i
j ) − e(1)(s i

j ). The
system profit maximization problem can be expressed as

subject to

and

where xj is the only decision variable. If xj = 1, shipment s i
j is allocated

to carrier (1) who pays e(2)(s i
j ) to carrier i; if xj = 0, shipment s i

j is
served by carrier i.

Bundle Size 2

In this case, the collaborative mechanism collects reservation values
and costs for up to two shipments (including possible bundles) and
selects the best packing or allocation of carriers to shipments. If
several shipments are offered simultaneously, a problem similar to
a combinatorial auction is brought about. However, the dynamic
aspects of the problem significantly change the implementation of
the collaborative mechanism.

Let Sk = {s1, s2, . . . , sk} = ∪i∈� S i
k be the set of all arriving ship-

ments to the carriers that participate in the collaborative mechanism,
arranged in ascending order of arrival and up to time tk+1 but not
including shipment sk+1. Without loss of generality, assume that the
first arrivals are for carriers i and j, respectively. The collaborative
mechanism bundles the shipments so ϑ �

1 = ∅ (no action taken at
time t1) and ϑ�

2 = {s1, s2}, where s i
1 = s1, s

j
1 = s2. By defining

the system profit maximization problem becomes

subject to

and
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The SPDCM works as follows:

1. Carrier i submits a just arrived shipment s1 at time t1 and indi-
cates that it is willing to wait up to time t1+ (time deadline) to form
a bundle.

2. The collaborative mechanism keeps the information and does
not inform the other carriers about it.

3. If the next shipment does not arrive before the deadline t1+ <
t j

1 = t2, there is no possibility of bundling. Shipment s i
1 is offered by

the collaborative mechanism at time t1+ as a bundle of size 1.
4. If t1+ ≥ t j

1 = t2, then at time t2 carrier i is asked by the collabo-
rative mechanism to submit y(s i

1) = y(s1), and carrier j submits s j
1 =

s2, t2+ and y(s j
1) = y(s2).

5. The collaborative mechanism forms y(s1, s2) = y(s i
1) + y(s j

1).
6. At time t2, the collaborative mechanism informs

a. The other carriers (all but carrier i and j) of shipments
{s1, s2} arrivals,

b. Carrier i about shipment {s2}, and
c. Carrier j about shipment {s1}.

7. The carriers independently submit reservation costs:
a. Each of the carriers k ∈ � such that k ≠ i, k ≠ j submits

three reservation costs: ek(s1, s2), ek(s1), and ek(s2).
b. Carrier i submits reservation costs ei(s2) and ei(s1, s2).
c. Carrier j submits reservation costs ej(s1) and ej(s1, s2).

8. The collaborative mechanism forms the ordered sets e(�)(s1),
e(�)(s2), and e(�)(s1, s2).

9. The collaborative mechanism maximizes system profits
(optimize system profits using decision variables x1, x2, x12).

10. Allocations and payments depends on the values of x1, x2, x12:
a. If x1 = 1, then carrier (s1)(1)—the carrier with the lowest rate

for s1—is going to serve shipment s1 and will be paid an amount
equal to min [e−*(1)(s1, s2) − e(1)(s2)x2, e(2)(s1)]. The notation −* is
used to indicate that the winner, the carrier that submitted e(1)(s1),
is excluded from the sets that may determine the payment level.

b. If x2 = 1, then carrier (s2)(1)—the carrier with the lowest rate
for s2—is going to serve shipment s2 and will be paid an amount
equal to min [e−*(1)(s1, s2) − e(1)(s1)x1, e(2)(s2)]. The notation −* is used
to indicate that the winner, the carrier that submitted e(1)(s2), is
excluded from the sets that may determine the payment level.

c. If x12 = 1, then carrier (s1, s2)(1)—the carrier with the lowest
rate for the bundle {s1, s2}—is going to serve shipments {s1, s2}
and will be paid an amount equal to min [e(2)(s1, s2), e−*(1)(s1) +
e−*(1)(s2)]. The notation −* is used to indicate that the winner, the
carrier that submitted e(1)(s1, s2), is excluded from the sets that
may determine the payment level.

d. If x1 = 0 and x12 = 0, carrier i will serve s1.
e. If x2 = 0 and x12 = 0, carrier j will serve s2.

Bundle Size 2: Pricing Strategies and Properties

This extension conserves the individual rationality, incentive com-
patible, and budget balance properties. In all cases a carrier payment
cannot be influenced by its reservation value or cost submissions.
As before, submitting service costs is a weakly dominant strategy.
Participation and submission of arriving shipments is individual
rationality because the reservation value is not determined until the
moment of the matching, and carriers will never pay anything above
the reservation value or serve any shipment whose cost is less than
the payment received. To keep incentive compatible, it is necessary
to keep the submission of the first shipment of the bundle secret.
Otherwise, for the second arriving shipment the second carrier can



use this knowledge to determine the price of the bundle and increase
the reservation value for the second arriving shipment. For a similar
reason, after the collaborative mechanism has informed all carriers
about a shipment arrival (the information is common knowledge), a
shipment that was not assigned in the first attempt must be served
by the initial carrier (Item 10.d or 10.e). As in the case of a Bundle
Size 1, the incentive compatibility constraints that are needed to
simplify the carriers’ estimation problem can potentially reduce the
efficiency of the collaborative mechanism allocations.

Dynamic bundling can exploit complementarities among arriving
shipments, but it also increases the size of the system profit maxi-
mization problem and carrier calculations exponentially with the
size of the bundle. Not only does the number of possible bundles
grow exponentially with the number of shipments, but also each cost
estimation is in general an NP-hard (nondeterministic polynomial-
time hard) problem (18). Further, the intricacy of the cost or price
estimation problem grows considerably in a dynamic stochastic
setting (19, 20).

In a dynamic setting it is important not only that the size of the
problem or computation time not grow exponentially but also that
the waiting time to form a bundle not be too long. For example, the
carrier submitting the first shipment has a trade-off between waiting
longer to form a bundle (potential obtainment of savings) and serving
the shipment early to increase carrier serving capacity. Carriers that
submit shipments hoping to form a bundle must estimate a tj+ deadline
time. In a deterministic environment, this time is lower bounded by
the arrival time and upper bounded by the latest pickup and delivery
time and the location/status of the fleet.

In the SPDCM with a bundle size of 2, there is a probability of
allocating single shipments (Bundle Size 1) when, for example,
t1+ < t j

1 = t2. It can be speculated that as the shipment arrival rate
decreases or the shipment time windows narrow, the probability of
forming larger shipments decreases. If the allowed bundle size is
further increased, trade-offs are likely to be found between potential
bundling efficiencies, the complexity of the collaborative mechanism,
and the probability of forming large bundles (the average bundle
size of the collaborative mechanism depends on the characteristics
of the demand such as arrival rate and time windows).

SIMULATION OF A SPDCM BUNDLE SIZE 1

To measure the savings that can be obtained using a SPDCM, a
hypothetical square geographic region with four identical carriers is
simulated. It is assumed that the length of the square sides is equal
to 1 unit of distance. For convenience, trucks travel at a constant speed
equal to one unit of distance per unit of time. Demands for truckload
pickup-and-delivery arise over this area and over time. Origins and
destinations of demands are uniformly distributed over the square
area, so the average loaded distance for a request is 0.52 unit of dis-
tance. All the arrivals are random; the arrival process follows a time
Poisson process. The expected interarrival time for each carrier is
E[T ] = 1/(Kλ), where λ is the demand request rate per vehicle and
K = 2 for each carrier. The arrival rate is the same for all carriers but
the arrival times are simulated using a different random seed for
each carrier. Three different Poisson arrival rates per truck per unit
of time are simulated:

• λ = 0.5 (uncongested),
• λ = 1.0 (congested), and
• λ = 2.0 (extremely congested).
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The shipments have hard time windows. Three different time windows
are simulated. In all cases, it is assumed that the earliest pickup time
is the arriving time of the demand to the marketplace. The latest
delivery times (LDT), in an order that reflects increasing slackness,
are the following:

• LDT1 = arrival time + 1 × (shipment loaded distance + 0.25) +
1 × uniform (0.0, 1.0),

• LDT2 = arrival time + 2 × (shipment loaded distance + 0.25) +
2 × uniform (0.0, 1.0), and

• LDT3 = arrival time + 4 × (shipment loaded distance + 0.25) +
4 × uniform (0.0, 1.0).

The respective time windows (TWs) are called TW1, TW2, and TW3.
The first type of time windows (TW1) provides hardly enough flexi-
bility of scheduling. The opposite can be said about the last type (TW3).
It is also assumed that all the vehicles and loads are compatible; no
special equipment is required for specific loads. In all the simulations,
carriers estimate service costs using an optimal static formulation
developed by Yang et al. (21). All shipments have a reservation value
distributed as uniform (1.42, 1.52). In all cases, reservation values
exceed the maximum static incremental cost possible (therefore
highest bid) in the simulated area (≈1.41 units of distance).

Three different performance measures are used to evaluate the per-
formance of the four carrier systems with and without SPDCM. The
first is the carrier’s average empty distance or the average distance
from the destination of one load to the origin of the next load served.
Average empty distance is a measure of the allocation efficiency
of the collaborative mechanism. The second performance measure
is the number of shipments served. The third is the sum of individ-
ual carrier profits (which equals for each carrier the sum of all served
shipments shipper reservation values minus the distance incurred to
serve them all). The first performance measure is related to the effi-
ciency of the carriers, the second one is related to the efficiency of
the mechanism, and the third one to the efficiency and performance
of the mechanism.

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

Figures 1 to 3 show the changes in average empty distance, total num-
ber of served shipments, and total system profit generated when the
SPDCM is implemented. The system without SPDCM is used as a
base for comparison. Figure 1 indicates that deadheading is reduced
considerably across the board, ranging from 24% to nearly 50%.
The number of served shipments increased considerably with short
TWs and at high arrival rates (ARs) (Figure 2). The collaborative
system clearly generates more system profit than a system of inde-
pendent shipper-carrier pairs. In absolute terms, the additional system
profit that is generated by the marketplace increases with the arrival
rate. However, percentagewise, the major increases correspond to
short time windows and, in a lesser degree, to high ARs. Collaboration
is increasing the system’s capacity in constrained environments or
with high arrival rates (Figures 2 and 3).

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The collaborative mechanism clearly outperforms the system when
carriers act individually in the stylized simulation market. However,
important assumptions were made that can be difficult to match in
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FIGURE 1 Average empty-distance improvement against base case (no collaboration).

FIGURE 2 Shipment-served improvement against base case (no collaboration).

FIGURE 3 Total system profit improvement against base case (no collaboration).



practice: (a) customers do not object to being delivered by a truck
or driver from a different company, (b) all the vehicles and loads are
compatible, (c) collaborative mechanism implementation and oper-
ation costs are not considered, (d) implementation of the collaborative
mechanism and communications among carriers is flawless and in
real-time, and (e) the service areas of the carriers overlap completely.
However, it is also clear that in some cases there could be substantial
benefits from dynamic collaboration. Especially, when each indi-
vidual carrier has a substantial amount of empty miles and the service
areas overlap. Further research is needed to understand how shipment
bundle size affects the efficiency of the system.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper introduced a dynamic collaborative mechanism that is
incentive compatible. This has clear advantages for participating
carries since only service costs must be estimated, which avoids
price estimation problems that can easily become intractable or
computationally expensive.

Dynamic bundling can exploit complementarities among arriving
shipments, but it also increases the size of the system profit maximi-
zation problem and the number of carrier calculations exponentially
with the size of the bundle. Not only does the number of possible
bundles grow exponentially with the number of shipments but cost
estimation also becomes more difficult. Simulation results have
shown that the collaborative mechanism can easily outperform a
noncollaborative system when carriers’ service areas overlap and truck
and loads can be easily swapped among carriers without affecting
customer service requirements.
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